Leighton Drake posted his first Slant 6 Points Race win at Farmington while photogenic
Hannah Plyler was the runner up in her first race with us. Hannah's not quite old enough
to get a driver's license yet so her father Rick had to ride with her.

Since this issue has been delayed so long, I am rewriting the lead article to take
some more recent developments into account. The car count at our first four races,
which drew 46 entries last year, was down to 25, a level that jeopardizes the future of
our points racing program. Then Charlie Schmid called to report that using techniques
such as recruiting racers from the spectator stands, he was able to get 14 racers to the
starting line for a very successful South Georgia meet. The spring races at Medford, OR
and Redding, CA also had good turnouts. These are difficult times for auto racing, the
economy, and the whole country. At this time, it looks like we will have to drop several
traditional events from our 2009 schedule. If you have a favorite race that you want to
see continued, you have to try to get there this year!
There are an unusually large number of changes to the schedule that we published
in the February issue. Read the following carefully, and study the schedule on page 4 of
this issue, to make sure that you don't miss your favorite race.
Starting on the west coast, we have added a seventh points race to this year's
schedule. Richard Bjerklund and others were able to convince the management at ,
Woodburn drag strip to add a Slant 6 points race to the popular Hot Rod Nationals event
there in August. The Slant 6 points race will be on Saturday August 9, see the schedule
for additional details. If this event is successful, the people at Woodburn are open to
having a Slant 6 points race at the Oldies but Goodies race next June also. Also out

West, the fall race at Medford, OR has been moved forward from September 6-7 to
August 23-24.
Since the last issue we have set the date for the 1/8 mile Slant 6 points race at
Knoxville Dragway, it will be Saturday August 23, call Meril Bruner for more details.
Norman Foster was able to secure some significant sponsorship for the Knoxville,
Bristol, and Clay City events. Truman Whaley of Southern Chemicals & Textiles, who
sponsored the. Bristol event last year, is putting up $700 for each of those three races.
At a time when it is really difficult to find new sponsors, you really have to hand it
Norman and Truman for putting this package together.
Now to the Midwest, the Chrysler Classic scheduled for Chicago on August 23-24
has been cancelled. The popular Monster Mopar race at St. Louis has been moved to
September 19-21, the same weekend as Bristol. Monster Mopar has always been on
the weekend after Labor Day so I never even checked with them when I did the
schedule in February. Like I say reaaover these changes very carefully and study the
updated schedule in this issue. If any other changes occur we will try to publicize them
on the slantsix.org web site.
Bob Stepp has informed us that he will not be able to fund the generous points purse
that we have been able to offer for many years. We haven't bankrupted Bob yet, but he
has incurred some very large medical bills recently, and just doesn't have the
discretionary money to back the points race this year. Bob Stepp is not really a wealthy
individual and the $4000 he has been paying out to points racers for many years is a
significant chunk of what he has available. It is only because he is such a big fan of
Slant 6 racing that he was able to sustain this significant commitment for so long. I know
many of you will be disappointed that this can't go on forever, but instead let us all be
grateful for all that Bob has done for us in the past. Bob always enjoys getting a note or
a phone call from anybody who loves Slant 6s.
The big money payouts to points leaders really started in 2001 and we had some
pretty good points contests before that. Maybe somebody will come up with a new
sponsor for the future, or maybe we will just have to fight for the glory of the title
"National Points Champion".
After the Columbus race on May 17, three drivers are tied for the points lead,
Richard Bjerklund, Leighton Drake,and Nick Bowman. These are the winners of the first
three races offering a 40 point win. Amazingly, no driver has raced more than once, so
nobody has pulled ahead of the pack. This could be your yearto become the National
Champion!
I got to spend some time with Jim Cox at Columbus and I asked him about the
status of the parts business. Jim says it is still very much alive, and he has many Slant 6
parts such as gaskets, bearings, fasteners, stock type pistons, and roller rocker arms in
stock. Jim has changed the name of his operation to Top Fab at the same address and
has a new phone number 614-453-1432. You will usually have to leave a message and
Jim or Faith will call you back. Their new fax number is 614-453-1434.
This edition of the Slant Six Racing News is a little thin. It is hard to stay motivated
when things aren't going well, and it's hard to write a very long story about a two car
race. I expect the August issue will bemore upbeat with more news from the west coast
events. While the points series is struggling, we will try to find something new to write
about. I talked to Mike Evans the other night and he is planning to do the entire Hot Rod
Power Tour, as far as I know the first Slant 6 driver to do so. He and his wife Robin are
taking plenty of pictures and we will have a story in the next issue. Inliners International
is holding their biannual convention in Davenport, IA on June 26-29. I plan to go down
there to participate in the drag races at Cordova and maybe a picnic or something. We
will report on that in the next issue also.

The biggest news we have is that 2007 National Champion Glen Terry is planning to
tow 2700 miles to Bristol, TN for the Slant 6 race there on September 19-21. This isn't
going to be easy for Glen to do but he really wants to meet as many Eastern racers as
possible. He is saving up money for the trip by skipping Las Vegas and some other
events he usually goes to. Let's try to make this a race to remember and get as many
racers as possible to this event. We could have six Nationat Champions at one event for
th~ first time. As expensive as it is to make long trips, I won't miss this one. Be There!

SPECIAL NOTICE
I had some problems coriipleting this issue of the Slant Six Racing News. The
computer that I use to compose the newsletter crashed and I can't get into any of the
files that I was working on. I wasn't making regular backups, so I don't have any current
data files. But the problem is bigger than that in that the software I was using won't work
with the new versions of windows such as the XP on the replacement computer I am
using.
This means I either have to get some expensive updated software or learn how to
use another program to reconstruct my worksheets. I can't do either thing very quickly,
so what I am doing is publishing the last version of each page that I had printed out
before the crash. This may mean that there are more than the usual number of
grammatical errors or that I didn't get to say exactly what I wanted to write. In any event
that is the best I can do and still get the newsletter out in a reasonable time. It is already
late and there are many scheduling changes that everybody needs to be aware of.
The biggest problem is that many readers have come to rely on the internet to
receive their newsletter. Last time I furnished digital copies of each article to aid in
putting them on the internet. Those digital files will not be available for issue #50 and
this may delay or eliminate the process of getting the newsletter on line. We will do the
best we can to make it available like #49 was. In the mean time I am going to print some
extra hard copies and mail them to those active racers that don't subscribe to the
newsletter so that they can be aware of all the schedUling changes. I will also send
Doug Dutra a copy of the latest schedule so he can post it on slantsix.org and draw
members attention to it.
I also lost my mailing labels so I will have to go back to hand addressing this issue
just like the good old days. One way or the other most of these problems should be
corrected by the time #51 is due out at the end of August. Thanks for bearing with me.

PS: I had actually gotten on line for about a week before the computer went down and I
was starting to look at the slantsix.org website. If I get the internet working again, I want
to become more familiar with what goes on there. By the end of the year I need to make
the racing news strictly an internet application. While I was on the internet I learned that
the Chicago race on August 23-24 was cancelled.

SLANT SIX RACING NEWS NATIONAL POINTS SERIES
SCHEDULE FOR 2008
Date

Event

Locatlon

Approx.
Purse

MIn.

PoIrits

PoInts

Race

for WIn

satUIday

Bracket

Event

RacIng

Contact

Sunda!;

Classic Events
614-835-6426

June 20-22

Chrysler CIasslc

June 21-22

Woodbum Dragstlip
Oldies but Goodies
Woodburn,OR
Including pre 1972
Slant 6s, In6ners & Flatheads

July 12-13

Super Eliminator/Slant 6 samoa Dragstrip
Samoe.CA

Sunday

Empire CtvysIer,
Dodge, Jeep
Slant Six Shootout
1/8 Mile

Saturoay

40

saturday

30

KnoxvlDe Dragway
Knoxville, TN

saturday

30

700

Medford Dragstrip
Medford, OR

Saturday

40

600

Gateway Intemalialat Raceway
Madison,IL

saturday

30

400 Satulday
& Sunday

Bristol Dragway
Bristol, TN

Sunday

40

700

Saturday

30

700 Saturday MoutaIn Par\( Dragway
& SUnday 606-663-2344

Sunday

40

600

July 19

Aug. 9-10

August 23-24 Northwest Reunion
MonsterMopar
Weekend

Sept. 19-21 Thunder Valley
Mopar Thunder

Oct. 3-5

Wilkesboro Raceway PSI1t
Wilkesboro, NC

Woodburn Dragstrip
Hot Rod Nationals
Woodburn,OR
Including pre 1972
Slant 6&, InUn8l'S& Flatheads

August 23

Sept.19-21

PittsbUfg Dragway
New Alexandria, flA

Slant 6

Mopar Southern Glasslc MoutaIn Pari<Dragway
Clay City, KY

October 25-26 ET Serle6

Redding Drag Strip
Redding, CA

30

200

None

30

600
t500

Stant 6
Contact

Commencs

Paul Moran
412-798-8662

Saturday- Woodburn Dragstrip
Sunday 503-982-4461

GlenTeny
530-534-1152

Saturday samoa Dragstrip
see slantsix.org

Andrew Howard

Saturday Danny Dunn
336-973-7223

Ron Hamby
336-973-3992

Sponsored by Empire Ctuysler, Dodge,
Jeep

Richard Bjeridund
5<t1-089-7274

Slant 6 Points Race on saturday
All inline and 1Iatheadrace on Sunday
With cash purse

Meril8nJner
865-992-4430

Purse sporlS(lred by SCTSouthem Chemical & Textiles

Medfold Dragstrip
54t-830-3724

WI»J06 Erickson
530-3454222

Slant 6 Paints Race on Saturday
All Inline and lIathead race on Sunday
with cash purse

S&S Promotions
636-938-0629

Seymour Pederson
952-929-0508

Sunday

Sunday

Woodburn Dragstrip
503-e82-4461

Saturday Bristol Dragway
& Sunday 423-764-6555 Ext 253

saturday

Redding Dragstip
530-221·1311

No Slant 6 Points Race
All inIine and ftathead race on Sunday
with cash purse

707-444-8837

Ron Partr.er
706-278-8362

Purse sponsored by SCT
Southern Chemical & Textiles
Your chance to meet and racewlth
2007 NatIonal Champion Glen Teny
Promoler Is Joe Payne 502-868-0517
Purse sponsored by SCT
Southern Chemical & Textiles

Wayne Erickson
530-345-4222
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2098 SLANT SIX RACING NEWS POINTS STANDINGS
Thru 5118/08
R=8Iigible, for Rookie of the Year
Driver

Leighton Drake
Nick Bowman - R
Richard Bjerklund
C, J. Stoakes
Dale Rose
Allen Dutra
Hannah Plyler - R
Rodney Hargis
Doug Dutra
Meril Bruner
Ron Hamby
Triston Foley
Andrew Howard
Barry Harrison
Charlie Schmid
David Fomero - R
Greg Ondayko
Jack Parlier
Larry Chesney
Mark Etheridge - R
Norman F05ler
Rick Valent
Seymour Pederson

Total

Bowling
Green

Las Vegas

Farmington Columbus

Less
Over 4

' Total

41

41
41
41
31
31
21
21
12
11
11
11
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

41
41
31
31
21
1

21
11

11
11
11
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

119

87

43

45

87

1
42

45

87

43

45

0

294

TEAM STANDINGS
Kiger Bees
The Rest

119

Total

119

120
174
0

294

This story is based on information that Doug Dutra sent me and a DVD that fellow
Minnesotan Steve Nitti brought back from his trip to Las Vegas. Having been there
twice, I can say that the Vegas race has a special appeal. The Mopars at the Strip event
is the first big Mopar race of the year, and the special events they feature such a~ the
Hemi Showdown draw the best cars from all over the US. The allure of spending the
weekend in Las Vegas is enough to keep the rest of us interested.
High fuel prices are definitely taking their toll, and some Vegas regulars like Glen
Terry, Wayne and Aric Erickson, Mike Jeffrey, and Dennis Schumers couldn't make it
this year. Four racers who had never been to Las Vegas before made the long trip from
Northern California and Oregon to produce a credible nine car field for the Slant Six race
on Sunday.
It is a Las Vegas tradition to go to dinner together at the Main Street Buffet
downtown and to take in some of the events at the Cannery, the official race hotel.
They always shut down one of the streets for a car show and feature live music on
Saturday night. From what I can tell everybody had a great time hanging around
together.
The field for Sunday's race was anchored by Doug Dutra and his son Allen who
towed Doug's nitrous equipped 1962 Lancer with the 66 Dart wagon that Allen drives at
the races. Las Vegas stalwart Rick Valent came up from Tucson, AZ with his 1962

Valiant. I believe that Doug and Rick have been at all the Las Vegas Slant 6 races.
David Fornero was there again this year from Ojai, CA with his beautiful 63 Dart hardtop.
Mark Etheridge was a first time competitor with his 62 Valiant Signet from Signal Hill,
CA. Mark's very nice car featured an aluminum block and 2 one barrel carburetors.
From Eureka, CA where the Samoa race is going to be held on July 13th, came
Andrew Howard borrowing his Wife's 63 Valiant one more time while he gets his 62
Valiant racer ready. Tristian Foley brought his hard running 75 Duster from Rancho
Cordova, CA. . Then fighting it out for the long distance award were CJ Stoakes from
Halsey, OR with his Valiant 4 door and Richard Bjerklund from Eugene, OR with his
unique Slant 6 powered 53 Ford. As it tuned out the long trip proved to be worthwhile
for the boys from Oregon who met in the final round!
Everybody in the Slant 6 pits was busy helping David Fornero fix an oiling problem
in his Dart. David had installed a new hydraulic cam and lifters before heading to Las
Vegas. Although it may be po~ibte f6 put a hydraulic cam in a motor originally
equipped with solid lifters, David didn't really have the right parts for the job. For several
reasons the lifters and rocker arms were not being oiled properly and burned up. Doug
Dutra led the effort to make a hasty repair, while others tried to scrounge up the parts
that would be necessary. They found a cam and a set of solid lifters at the swap meet,
but it was decided that there wasn't enough time to do a cam swap. Instead they put the
solid lifters on the hydraulic cam along with some new pushrods to replace those that
had burned up. After they got it together they started it up but there still didn't seem to
be enough oil reaching the rocker arms.
Doug suspected the dreaded cam shaft oil hole miss-alignment problem so he
devised a quick fix in the form of a copper line from the oil gallery to the rear of the
rocker shaft. This necessitated routing the oil line through the back of the valve cover
and other heroic measures. Richard Bjerklund donated a spare valve cover and Doug
did the machine work with a portable drill. When it was all finished it actually worked and
David was able to make the call for the first round on Sunday!
When it came time for the race there must have been a lot of first round jitters as
only Allen Dutra posted a two digit reaction time, a fine .040. That run allowed Alan to
advance over Rick Valent. Doug Dutra got the first round bye by virtue of his thirteen
second qualifying efforts. The other first round winners were Tristian Foley over Andrew
Howard, C.J. Stoakes over David Fornero, and Richard Bjerklund over Mark Etheridge.
In the second round C.J. buckled down and produced the best reaction time of the
day, a .034 to put away Tristian Foley. Richard Bjerklund and Doug Dutra were in a
double brake out contest with Richard's .058 under 16.152 besting Doug's .335 under
13.015. Allen got the second round bye run into the semi-finals.
In the semis, C.J. got the bye into the final, while Allen Dutra faced Richard
Bjerklund in what was probably the most important race of the day. Allen dialed in a
19.30 and left with a .093 light while Richard dialed a 16.19 and he posted a .169
reaction time. At the far end it was another double break out race with Richard taking
the win with a .048 under 16.142 to Allen's .220 under 19.080.
The final paired the two racers who had come the longest distance to race, C.J.
Stoakes and Richard Bjerklund. This one was all over when C.J. lit the red bulb with a
-.007 reaction time. So Richard Bjerklund, our 2007 Rookie of the Year posted his
second Slant 6 win and assumed the points led for the 2008 season. Before they
awarded Richard his $500 first place money, they had to look under the hood one more
time just to make sure that there really was a Slant 6 in that innocent looking 53 Ford.
C.J. and Richard celebrated their good fortune and started their long trip back to Oregon
together. Nice work Richard and C.J.
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;-LAS VEGAS PICTORIAL

Richard Bjerklund was awarded the $500 first place money after they checked one moretime to see that he really had a S~ant 6 in that thing!

Andrew Howard brought his Wife's 63 Valiant all the way from Eureka, CA.

Mark Etheridge was a first time participant in one of our races with his 62 Signet from
Signal Hill, CA.

Rick Valent made his annual trip from Tucson, AZ. to Las Vegas. Over the winter he
added an 8" Ford rear and reworked the rear suspension on his 62 Valiant.

Ev.erybody got involved in fixing Dave Fomero's Dart that was having valve train Oili~g
problems.

Tristian Foley made the trip from Sacramento to lose to C.J. Stoakes in the second ~
round.

-

That's Mark Etheridge on the left with his new friend Richard Bjerklund.
has something to do with those eclectic Motor Guzzi cycles.

Mark's business

These were the long distance travelers to Las Vegas this year. Tristian Foley on the left
is from the Sacramento, CA, Richard Bjerklund is from Eugene, OR, and C.J. Stoakes is
from Halsey, OR. On the right is Steve Nitti who flew out from Minnesota to see his first
Slant 6 race. We featured Steve's blown Duster in the February issue.

Eastern racers opened the 2008 season with the Chrysler Classic event at Bowling
Green, KY. Most racers arrived on Friday afternoon and were able to make some time
trials on a sunny warm spring day. Come Saturday it cooled off and periodic showers
only allowed one time trial all day. Four racers stayed over to complete the Slant 6 race
on Sunday.
Rodney Hargis blew another head gasket while making a run on Friday and headed
for home on Saturday night. I rode down to the race with my friend Denny Schaub and
didn't bring a car to race. Spring was slow to come to Minnesota this year and I just
couldn't seem to get the white car running in time to make this show. The women's
attendance was excellent with four wives, while Rodney brought both his girl friend and
his Mother. When I am racing I don't get much of chance to socialize, so it was fun to be
able to spend so much time with so many nice people at Bowling Green.
The four cars competing for Slant 6 honors on Sunday were: Norman and Elaine
Foster with their 2006 National Champion Challenger, Dale and Myra Rose with their
2004 National Champion Arrow, Meril and Ella Bruner brought Meril's white 65 Valiant to
race while Meril works on finishing his new truck, and Larry and Ellen Chesney brought
Larry's ex-Meril Bruner Slant 6 powered Dakota truck to race when they experienced
engine problems with Larry's 64 Dart.
Dale has been working to make his Arrow a consistent 10 second flat car so he can
compete in the 10,0 Shoot Out class at the Chrysler Classic Events. This is a class for
door cars similar to Super Gas except they run on a 10 second index with a 0400 pro tree
start. This class has proven to be very popular with a larger number of Mopar racers.
Dale's car was running right in the low ten second area all weekend, and it looked like he
would very competitive in this class. While he was at it, Dale also set both ends of the
long lived A Unlimited class record with times of 10.012 and 132.82. Dale was able to
run these times without speeding up the supercharger so their might be some more in it.
Congratulations on that new record Dale!
When it came time for the first round of the Slant 6 race on Sunday Norman Foster
raced Meril Bruner. Norman dialed in at 11.82 which I believe it about as fast as his car
has ever gone but he went red on the start by .001 giving the win to Meril who would
have broken out with a 15.817 on his 15.85 dial. Larry Chesney also fouled against Dale
Rose with Dale running a 10.10 on his 10.05 dial in.
tn the final, Meril Bruner would face Dale Rose. Merillowered his dial in to 15.79
but was a bit slow on the starting line with a .132 light. Dale dialed in at 10.05 and left
with a .024 light using a 10.12 to push Meril into another break out run with a losing
15.694. The win was worth 30 points for Dale based on the number of rounds in last
year's race. Dale also won two rounds in the 10.0 Shoot Out before losing in the semifinals. Dale said the transmission was going away' causing him to slow to a 10.15 on his
last round.
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Larry Chesney bought Meril Bruner's Slant 6 powered Dakota with the idea of having his
wife Ellen race it at Slant 6 events. Larry's familiar white 64 Dart, also an ex-Meril
Bruner car, blew up its engine while testing just a few weeks before the first race.
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BEACH BEND PICTORIAL

Intermittent showers restricted Saturday's running to one time trial. Here Dale Rose and
Rodney Hargis wait for it to stop raining.
(Jmopar
PEfiFORMANCE
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, Merit Bruner hasn't quite got his new truck done so he brought his 65 Valiant 2 door and
got into the finals.
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Dale'Rose has'his Arrow running better than ever, He won the Slant 6 race, set a new
unlimited record of 10.01, and won two rounds in the ten second heads up class that
they run at the Classic Events. Good job Dale!

Fiberglass front and rear bumpers are now available for 60-62 Valiants.
Wayne Erickson received the first bumpers from the new molds that Meril Bruner
commissioned last winter and he says they are pretty nice. Any body else who might
want some for their cars should contact Meril at 865-992-4430,

We found a couple of items for sale that missed our last issue. Norman Foster has a
complete flying toilet fuel injection set up that he used on his car. If you are interested
call him at 706-259-9183

Meril Bruner wasn't able to use this unusual six into one Hooker header in his truck so it
is for sale. It definitely will not fit in an A body but should work in a full sized pickup. If
your are interested call Meril at 865-992-4430

: Myra Rose on the right and Elaine Foster are keeping dry in Norman's trailer. Elaine
had two hip joints replac~d over the winter and she was getting around very well.
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SOUTHeRNCH~/ICAl & TeXTIles

Norman Foster turned the national champion traveling trophy over to me. I will get it out
to California and 2007 Champion Glen Terry.

There is an old saying that reads: Old age and treachery will overcome youth and
skill. Leighton Drake showed he still had the touch by outlasting the Farmington field to
notch his first slant 6 win.
The 2008 season has been one of small fields at the slant 6 t:aces on the eastern coast.
Farmington was no exception. Notable GA and TN racers were absent and a total of 7
cars showed up to do battle for the valuable SSRN points. Charrlie Schmid traveled all
the way from Florida to take a shot at the bonus money put up for anyone breaking or
setting a SSRN 1/8 mile record. Charrlie was determined to go for 2 records if the
opportunity presented itself. Barry Harrison from South Carolina arrived with the NOS
hooked up and ready to rumble which meant that Charrlie would have to settle for one
record. Unfortunately NOS problems prevented Charrlie from taking a serious shot at the
record but nothing prevented Barry from impressing e,,:eryone. Barry's first practice run
on motor netted him a nice 7.60. The NOS system had not been run since 2005 and on his
first attempt he only picked up to a 7.41, something was not right. Barry decided to give
it one more chance before racing started just to see if the cobwebs had been blown out.
The car launched hard and streaked down the track to a 6.892 @ 99.59mph.
Unfortunately he did not have time to back up the 6.89 run but it did make the 7.41 a very
soft BIN record and Barry pocketed $25 for his efforts.
When the qualifying dust settled Barry Harrison was low qualifier with a 6.89 and Jack
Parlier anchored the bottom of the field with a 14.58. All of the racer numbers were
thrown into a hat (literally) and pulled out. Since there were an odd number of cars a bye
run number was placed into the hat as well. The first round saw low qualifier Barry
Harrison taking on Leighton Drake. With Leighton dialed in at 8.04 he would get the
head start. Cutting a nice .044 light he put the pressure on Barry but when the tree came
down Barry just sat there, a malfunction with the delay caused Barry to record a 2.001
light and this allowed Leighton to slow the Sirnca to an 8.12 ET for the win. Jack Parlier
squeezed the tree a little too hard and recorded a red light giving Ron Hamby a free pass
to see what the Dart would run. Ron was off from his normal ET's but the car seem to
like the 8.60 range that it had been running all day recording a nice 8.62. Rookie driver
Hannah Plyler was set to take on Long Haul Charrlie Schmid. Hannah is brand new to
bracket racing and is driving the 1965 Valiant that Jack Tullock use to race. Her father
Rick spent a lot time racing with and helping Leighton when the Simca was running a
slant six in the gassers classes and he purchased the Valiant from Leighton for Hannah to
race in the IHRA TCR series at Pageland dragway. Charrlie had disconnected the NOS
system that was giving him trouble earlier and car recorded two very nice 9.11' s. Hannah
left first on an 11.42 dial in and Charrlie, dialed in at 9.17, turned the relight on giving
young Hannah her first round victory in slant six competitions. Rodney" I'm so lucky"
Hargis was sitting on the first round bye run and ran an 8.16.
Second round found Leighton (8.04) giving Ron (8.59) a small head start. Ron had been
wondering all day why the car was running slower than normal but since it was running
consistently he did not want to mess with the set-up. Unfortunately the car choose this
round to clear up and Ron knew when he stalled it up something had changed. This new
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found horsepower rewarded Ron with a .003 light and even though Ron coasted across
the finish line well ahead of Leighton, the 8.16 was a big breakout. Ron thinks the car
would have probably run Ts had he legged it out. Leighton recorded a nice 8.059 on his
8.04 to advance to the fmals. In the second semifmal match Hannah Plyler was set to take
on Rodney Hargis. Hannah had lowered her dial-in to 11.40 and Rodney was set at 8.14.
Hannah used her best light of the day, a .045 to Rodney's .040, and an 11.43 run to push
the lancer into an 8.09 breakout on an 8.14 dial-in. That meant that rookie Hannah Plyler
would take on the veteran Leighton Drake in the final. Hannah left the 11.40 dial-in on
the car and had every intention of running it out no matter what. After the previous 8.05
run Leighton felt safe with the 8.04 dial-in that had been painted on the windshield all
day. Hannah's reaction fell of slightly in the final and Leighton recorded another nice
.057 to take an advantage at the tree. With the Simca closing fast Hannah kept her foot in
it and ran another 11.43 but Leighton's 8.05 was too much and he recorded his first ever
SSRN race victory. Both drivers deserve congratulations for a well run race. The RU
finish should position Hannah for a Rookie of the year run as long as her TCR point's
races do not interfere. The victory by Leighton gives him a nice start in the 2008 SSRN
point's series. You just know somewhere in TN Merle leaped up off the couch and ran
out to the garage to do a little more work on his race car. Let's hope that this is the year
of the original slant six racers! If Leighton's first race ofthe year is any indication it
could be a long year for the young ones.
A special MP 2 bbl intake was to be given away to one lucky racer that was still
running a single barrel carburetor. Not one of the seven cars in attendance met the criteria
indicating that the slant 6 crowd is well on the way to faster performance.
Thanks to both the racers and their families for their support of this event. I really do
appreciate the fact that you were willing to spend the time and money to be there. Good
luck to everyone in 2008 .

. 1;eighton Drake's trailer was a busy place. That's Leighton on the right, Tom and,
Melissa's daughter Adel, Hannah Plyler, Judy Drake, and Hannah's father Rick.
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FARMINGTON PICTORIAL

Charlie Schmid towed in all the way from Silver Springs, FL to race his recently
completed 66 Valiant. I am happy to see Charlie getting some use out of myoid 13"
Monocoque wheels, the lightest ones I've ever seen.

Hannah Plyler drives the 65 Valiant that used to be raced by Jack Tullock who passed
away several years ago. Hannah's father Rick used to crew for Leighton Drake when he
was competing in IHRA gasser events with the Simca back in the seventies.

Rodney Hargis got his carJixed after head gasket and torque converter problems
prevented him from racing at Bowling Green in April. Rodney's mother Diane on the left
and girlfriend Allona are always there to cheer him on.

PURLfAR, NC

Kay Hamby on the left and Melissa Drake discuss the addictive nature of their husbands'
hobby.
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Ron Hamby raced Jack Parlier's wagon in the first round where he benefited from Jack's
red light. In the second round Ron wasted a beautiful .003 light against leighton Drake
when the Dart went berserk and broke out by .426!

Hannah Plyler takes a big lead over Rodney Hargis in their'second round contest.
Rodney caught her at the eighth but broke out by .042 in the process.

2008 has been a year of disappointing race attendance, but no where was that more
apparent than at Columbus. This race used to be the most popular of the Chrysler
Classic Events drawing more than 20 Slant 6 cars on several occasions. This year all
we could muster was three cars, a far cry from the twelve we had here last year. This is
probably the last time we will try to do a Slant 6 race at Columbus so I made it a point to
see as many old friends as possible.
Jim and Faith Cox joined Marty and I for dinner on Friday night and we had a great
time reminiscing about the great races of the past. At the track I met Ron Heath, ~vho
has three Slant 6 cars, and came all the way from Greenwood, ME, Phillip Stevens who
has been building a 64 Valiant for ever, and Ronnie Jones from Dayton who has raced
his 72 Dart with us in the past. Brian and Melissa Droschak were over form Pittsburgh
with their daughter Madison and another expected soon. Brian raced his 73 Duster at
Columbus last year. Mike Reese, who has had quite a few medical problems, lives in
Florida these days but still managed to stop by and visit. So we had enough drivers on
hand to put on a pretty good race, it was just that nobody brought their cars.
As it was, it was me with the white Valiant, Greg Ondayko from Pittsburgh with his 69
Dart four speed car, and first time Slant 6 racer Nick Bowman who was driving a very
clean low mileage 70 Duster that he had found. Nick was also from the Pittsburgh area.
This was Columbus, OH in May so we had to contend with rain on and off the whole
weekend. It rained Friday morning and the track wasn't dry enough to run on until about
2PM but all classes did get to make two time trials if they were ready and there was a
gambler's race on Friday evening. Saturday started out good but clouded up towards
noon and light showers stopped the action periodically. The three of us drew for the bye
run, which went to Greg Ondayko, but more rain stopped the show before before they
ever called us up. I couldn't face another day of waiting around so I told Greg and Nick
that they would have to race each other for the 40 point Slant 6 win on Sunday.
It was still raining on Sunday morning when we left Columbus, but it must have dried
off with Nick taking the win over Greg in a double break out contest. Nick earned 40
points for the win based on the number of cars at last yea~s race. The win puts him in
the lead for rookie of the year honors. 1was going to say that Nick Bowman was the first
racer to win a Slant 6 race on his first try, but then I remembered Michael Glass'
amazing victory at Wilkesboro in 2005. Beware rookies driving 70 Dusters!
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Greg Ondayko's Dart and Nick Bowman's Duster completed the first two car Slant 6 race
on Sunday.
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Nobody did more to increase the profile of Slant 6 racing than Jim Cox. Always a
tireless promoter and talker we met for dinner on Friday night. Of course that's his wife
Fait~ a true reminder of the good old days.

Greg's Father George came over on Saturday.
somewhat leaving plenty of space in the pits.

The overall car count was down

Nick Bowman races his Duster regularly at Pittsburgh Dragway but this was his first trip
to Columbus.
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SLANT SIX RACING NEWS
QUARTER MILE RECORDS
As of 4/21108
GAS
NG 2,000-2,349#
BIG 2,350-2,699#
C/G 2,700# or more

ET

Driver

Date

Speed

Driver

Date

11.557
11.815
12.080

Seymour Pederson
Seymour Pederson
Mike Jeffrey

gnl07
8125/06
4110/05

114.21
109.86
108.70

11.477
10.710
11.705

Will Bums
Brent Laney
Jason Davis

6122102
9/6103
5/18/03

115.75 Will Bums
120.81- . Brent Laney
112.50 Jason Davis

~
'9/6/03
5118103

Dale Rose
Seymour Pederson
Mike Jeffrey

4/21/04
10/4/04
4110/05

ALCOHOL
NA 2,000-2,349#
BIA 2,350-2,699#
CIA 2,700# or more
NITROUS
NN 2,000-2,349#
BJN2,350-2,699#
CIN 2,700# or more

i("'''''

"
10.943
12.967
10.542

Will Bums
Doug Dutra
Mike Jeffrey

5/19102
3/30/03
9/10/05

125.35
101.48,
125.25

Will Bums
Doug Dutra
Mike Jeffrey

5119102
3130/03
9110/.05

10.012

Dale Rose

4119/08

132.82

Dale Rose

4119/08

Driver

Date

UNUMlTED
NS 2,000-2,349#
BIS 2,35Q,-2,699#
CIS 2,700# or more

SLANT SIX RACING NEWS
EIGHTH MILE RECORDS
As of 10114106
GAS
NG 2,000-2,349#
BIG 2,350-2,699#
CIG 2,700# or more

ET

Driver

Date

Speed

7.250
7.333
7.873

Seymour Pederson
Seymour Pederson
Gary Bruner

10114/06
10/14/06
10/14/06

92.632
91.91

86.77

Dale Rose
seymour Pederson
Gary Bruner

518/04
10/14/06
10114106

7.365
7.600

Norman Foster
Ron Hamby

10/14/06
5/13106

92.39
87.783

Noonan Foster
Ron Hamby

10114106
5113/06

7.042

Will Burns

518/04

99.752

Will Bums

5/8104

·8.360

Charlie Schmid

8/21/04

78.26

Charlie-Schmid

8/21/04

6.102

Tom Drake

5/8/04

109.696

Tom Orake

518104

ALCOHOL
AlA 2,000-2.349#
BIA 2,350·2,69~
CIA 2,700# or more
NITROUS
AIN 2,000-2,349#
BIN 2,350-2,699#
C/N 2,700# or more
UNUMITED
AlS 2,000-2,349#
BIS 2,350-2,699#
CIS 2,700# or more
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The Slant 6 Racing News was founded in August, 1997 to promote the racing of
Slant 6 powered vehicles, provide a forum for the exchange of information, and
recognize the contributions and achievements of Slant 6 racers.
The Slant 6 Racing News sponsors a series of drag races in different parts of the
country and a n.ational points contest. This newsletter is the official source for points
racing rules and results as well as the schedule of events.
Readers/Racers MUST offer suggestions, criticism, and/or ideas on what they would
like to see in this newsletter. Articles on technical topics based on racing experiences
are especially welcome. Racers must furnish us with pictures and detailed results for
those races that we cannot attend personally. We will help develop articles based on
your ideas, information, or event results. We need your contributions to keep this
newsletter something to look fOrWara to~
This newsletter is published four times a year in February, May, August, and
November. Starting with #47 the newsletter including pictures in color is available on the
internet. You can find a link to this site on the slantsix.org website. If you wish to
receive a black and white copy of the newsletter in the mail, you may subscribe for
$15.00 per year (4 issues). If you know someone who might be interested in the
newsletter, please drop us a note and we will send them a sample issue. In October of
2007 we finished a special anniversary issue celebrating ten years of publication. That
issue is available on the internet or we printed 100 copies in full color which are also
available for $15.00. When subscribing make checks out to Seymour Pederson and
send them to the St. Louis Park, MN address. Back issues- of the newsletter or copies of
articles are also available.
The Slant 6 Racing News is put together by people who are passionate about Slant
6s and wish to communicate their enthusiasm to as many others as possible.
Seymour Pederson
2513 Princeton Ct.
St. Louis Park, MN 55416
952-929-0508

Slant 6 Club of America
P.O. Box 4414
Salem, OR 97302

Doug Dutra
1318 Los Arboles Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
408-749-1890
dd@dutra.org

They are not currently publishing their excellent
magazine, however back issues and other
information are still available.

